
Research note 

 

Responses to the September Coup  

 

Organisations big and small commented on the 1973 coup, pamphlet  after 

pamphlet and article after article of in-depth analyses devoted to Chile  came from 

all varieties of the political left, where the minutiae of Allende‘s brief tenure were 

forensically examined. Such analyses conclude with different emphasis that 

revisionism, reformism and nationalism can only lead the working class into a 

fascist blind alley. More than 3,000 people were killed in the first months following 

the coup. More than 200,000 were arrested. Subject to illegal detention, torture 

and other human rights abuses, their children stolen and 30,000 people 

disappeared before the dictatorship finally ended in 1990. 

The situation in Chile provided ‘lessons for Britain’ 

In the aftermath of the coup, writing an open letter for the revisionist Communist 

Party of Great Britain titled, ‘Chile: Lessons of the coup’, Roger Silverman wrote: 

“Why do we dwell on the crimes and blunders of the Chilean workers leaders? 

Because exactly the same fate awaits the work of other countries if the lessons in 

Chile are not taken to the heart.” i 

 

Throughout this open letter, Silverman argues that President Allende, upon taking 

power, made “fatal concessions” to his political enemies, including unrestricted 

freedom of the press as well as a promise not to alter the structure of the military. 

Many on the Left had the concern that raising awareness of the events in Chile was 

akin to warning fellow socialists, at the very least, that an electoral road to socialism 

was not always a successful one. 

What lessons were learnt by the advocates of the “peaceful road to socialism” 

when the emphasis was on the campaign of destabilisation and CIA intrigue and 

side-lined appreciation of the willingness to cast aside adherence to illusory 

bourgeois constitutionality to preserve privileges and class prejudices.  Was the 

military coup and the nightmarish repression and state violence that followed seen 



as a vindication of anti-revisionist thesis when democracy proved dispensable by 

Chilean conservative forces? 

The Canadian En Lutte! hammered home the coup‘s implications for its rivals on 

the Quebec left: 

“The Chilean road was followed with much interest here. Until the moment of the 

military coup d‘état, the left wing of the P.Q. and numerous trade unionists 

presented it as the ideal solution. What better for petit bourgeois than the 

establishment of socialism by capitalism! Elections suffice, no violence, no 

confrontations! But there you have it! The Chilean generals have with one punch 

destroyed the house of cards. The dream has collapsed”ii 

Besides the theoretical response to the coup there was global solidarity and 

practical responses to the coup, in Britain through the Chile solidarity movement, 

investigating both the rise of human right politics and labour movement solidarity 

with Chile. The 1974 boycott of Chilean engines in East Kilbride, portrayed in the 

BAFTA wining Nae Pasaran! was only one of many actions taken all over the world 

in protest against Pinochet's dictatorshipiii . In the 1970s and 80s, solidarity 

movements rallied together in an international outcry over the coup and 

dictatorship. 

 Following the seizure of power, left-wing political activity was repressed and 

many activists were immediately detained. Foreigners, trade unionists and anti-

Pinochet protesters were rounded up and taken to detention camps. One such 

camp was the National Stadium in Santiago, where several detainees were 

tortured and executed. The Junta was responsible for tens of thousands tortured 

and killed, many more were imprisoned, children taken and given to regime 

supporters. The government forced the ‘disappearance’ of an unknown number 

of people, many of whose bodies to this day have not been recovered. Hundreds 

of thousands fled or were expelled into exile. 

 In the immediate aftermath of the coup 

various individuals and organisations 

rallied to Chile’s aid. Chile Solidarity 

Campaigns appeared in over 80 countries 

across the world. The Chile Solidarity 

Campaign and the Chile Committee for 

Human Rights were established to 

galvanise the British public and the 

https://naepasaran.com/reviews/


government into action, in 1981, a demonstration to mark the 10th anniversary of 

the coup was attended by at least 18 MPs. In response to the coup the World 

University Service (WUS) created their Chile programme which was the biggest of 

all of the UK-based campaigns.iv Such organisations were responsible for the 

creation of initiatives such as ‘adopt a prisoner’ and assisted the movement and 

settlement of political exiles. The WUS alone assisted 900 refugees to come to the 

UK. Over 2,500 Chilean exiles settled into Britain. It is estimated that nearly two 

million left during the dictatorship.  

 

 Organizations such as the Chile Solidarity Campaign (1973-1991)v and the Chile 

Committee for Human Rights in the UK aimed to raise financial support and 

awareness among the public about the injustices taking place in Chile, 

denouncing the human rights abuses that were taking place, while trying to rally 

the British government into action. 

“In Britain, the Labour Government of 1974-1979 attempted to distance itself 

from the military regime, by withdrawing its ambassador to Chile, and 

halting the sale of weapons to the country. But, the Thatcher government 

which came into power in 1979 was indifferent to the situation in Chile and 

the sale of arms resumed, and by June 1982, her government had sold the 

dictatorship two warships, 60 blowpipe missiles, 10 Hunter Hawker bomber 

planes, naval pyrotechnics, communications equipment, gun sights, 

machine guns and ammunition” vi 



 “The picture space was crammed with figures and in the centre was a grim 

portrait of Pinochet with his henchmen and their victims floating in a river of 

blood. A bleeding Allende was also shown. Above the dictator, a giant male figure 

flanked by red flags carried by trade unionists strained mightily to break the 

chains that bound his wrists, while below the people marched forward holding 

aloft a flame of resistance.”  

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

From Left to right: Ken Hume (Chile Solidarity Campaign trade union 

organiser), Mrs and Mr Alvaro Bunster (ambassador to Britain from the 

Allende government and President of the Chilean Anti Fascist Committee), 

John Boyd, Luis Pavez (CUT) the AUEW’s President Hugh Scanlon, Elaine 

Nicholson (interpreter) and Maureen Scott (artist). Source: 

https://woodsmokeblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/14/the-artist-maureen-scott/ 

https://woodsmokeblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/14/the-artist-maureen-scott/


There was a further episode when, in the early hours of 16 October 1998, 

receiving medical treatment in a London hospital, Pinochet was arrestedvii under 

an international warrant for the crimes of Torture, Genocide and Terrorism. The 

culmination of years of work by Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzon and lawyer Juan 

Garces (who had worked in Allende’s government) along with family and victim 

groups.  

After the long legal battle, it was politics that decided Pinochet’s fate and in the 

end he was sent back to Chile on humanitarian grounds on 3 March 2000 by the 

then Labour Party’s Home Secretary Jack Straw.  

 

A sample of responses to the coup 

 
Big Flame, Chile Si! https://bigflameuk.wordpress.com/2009/06/21/episodes-in-

big-flame-history-no-10/ 

Communist Party / Proletarian Action, Reformism - the gateway to fascism Unity 

& Struggle, # 6 August 1999 

Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Why Allende had to die  The New Statesman 3 April 2013 

M. Hickey Chile. The peaceful road to slaughter 

https://www.marxists.org/history/erol/uk.firstwave/chile.htm 

 Miliband, Ralph. The Coup in Chile.  Socialist Register Vol 10:1973  

https://bigflameuk.wordpress.com/2009/06/21/episodes-in-big-flame-history-no-10/
https://bigflameuk.wordpress.com/2009/06/21/episodes-in-big-flame-history-no-10/
https://www.newstatesman.com/world-affairs/2013/04/why-allende-had-die
https://www.marxists.org/history/erol/uk.firstwave/chile.htm
https://socialistregister.com/index.php/srv/issue/view/406
http://www.historymatters.group.shef.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/141016PinochetCartoon-700x474.jpg


MLOB, Chile the peaceful road to counter-revolution 

https://www.marxists.org/history/erol/uk.firstwave/mlob-chile.pdf 

Wilil Dickhut Lessons of the Pinochet Coup   November 1973, supplement to 

MLPD’s Rote Fahne (Red Flag) No. 11, 1973  

Zeri i Popullit, The Tragic Events in Chile: A Lesson for the Revolutionaries of the 

Whole World. Albania Today Supplement 4, 1973 
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